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Shifting Bragg peaks of cuprate stripes as possible indications for fractionally charged kinks
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Inspired by the recent observation that cuprate stripes tilt away from the crystal axis, we propose a new type
of stripe phase in the large doping regime. This phase corresponds with a doped version of thex,

1
8 stripes.

The topological excitations associated with this doping are fractionally charged kinks that make the stripes
fluctuate and tilt. The experimental doping dependence of the tilt angle can be used to determine the funda-
mental charge quantum of the stripes.
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In the last few years, overwhelming experimental e
dence has accumulated to show that the holes in the cup
materials, such as the high-Tc superconductors, form variou
types of striped phases.1–3 The building blocks of such
phases consist of domain walls, which can be viewed
stringlike configurations of holes that separate hole-free
tiferromagnetic domains. Important information about t
microscopic origin of stripes is contained in the doping d
pendence of the inverse of the stripe spacing, shown in
1~a!. This spacing can be obtained directly from the distan
d between the measured Bragg peaks@Fig. 1~b!#. It was ex-
perimentally found thatd is, to a good approximation, di
rectly proportional to dopingx for a variety of stripe system
like the nickelates4 and manganites.5 It is also found in cu-
prate stripe phases, but only in the doping regime wherx
& 1

8 , while for x* 1
8 , d becomes roughlyx independent; see

Fig. 1~a!.6,7 Quite recently it was found8–10 that in a number
of cuprates the spin peaks tilt away from the~1, 0! or ~0, 1!
axis in reciprocal space. This puzzling behavior correspo
with a tilt of the stripe phase away from the main crystal a
of the perovskite planes in real space and seems charac
tic for thex* 1

8 regime. We want to suggest here that this
might reflect the presence of fractionally charged solito
living on the stripes. This notion leads to an explicit relati
between thed versusx dependence and theY shift, which, if
confirmed experimentally, allows one to determine the to
logical charge of stripes.

The x& 1
8 stripes might be viewed as the condensation

the topological defects associated with doping the half-fil
Mott insulator11–14 @see Fig. 2~a!#. We suggest here that th
x* 1

8 state should be viewed in turn as the condensation
the topological defects associated with doping the stripe s
itself. This state is as indicated in Fig. 2~b!. The stripes for
x* 1

8 are locally not different from thex& 1
8 stripes sketched

in Fig. 2~a!, except that once in a while the stripe ‘‘step
sideways,’’ it forms kinks. These kinks carry half the fund
mental charge quantum associated with the stripe insulato
the x& 1

8 regime and as they move a stripe always in
same direction they cause the orientation of the stripe ph
to deviate from the lattice axis, explaining theY shift.

Our central assumption is that the cuprate stripe phas
the x& 1

8 regime is insulating on the microscopic scale. E
perimentally, the cuprate stripe phases are metalliclike an
popular viewpoint is that the electronic state on the stripe
metallic. However, thed5Sx relation, whereS is the linear
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slope in the smallx limit, argues strongly against this interna
metallicity. Its meaning, already suggested by earlier me
field calculations, is simply that every hole stabilizes a pie
of charged stripe with a length that is aninteger multipleof
the lattice constant. This special stability, when the elect
charge and the lattice are commensurate, shows that th
ternal electronic state of a stripe is insulating on short len
scales. At the same time, stripes that are internally insula
on microscopic scales are not necessarily inconsistent
metallic behavior on macroscopic scales. The stripe m

FIG. 1. ~a! The inverse distanced between the stripes as a func
tion of doping x as measured by Yamadaet al. ~Ref. 6!. For x
,0.05, stripes are diagonal. The straight lines are for a sharp t
sition atx51/8, the curve for a smooth crossover.~b! Sketch of the
position of the incommensurate peaks in Fourier space as meas
by neutron scattering. The open circle shows where the pe
would have been if the system would have been a commensu
antiferromagnet. We only show the peaks resulting from one la
~c! We predict a shiftdk of the Fourier peaks caused by the ex
tence of kinks in the stripes. Because of the resulting tilting of
unit cell, the peaks would no longer be on the axis, but move al
the dashed lines. The horizontal distance to the (p/a,p/a) position
stays atd5

1
8 . ~d! Prediction of the magnitude of the shiftdk as a

function of x for two possible kinds of stripes: 4kF stripes with
kinks with fractional chargee/2 and 2kF stripes with kinks with
chargee. The curves belong to the same smooth crossover as
one shown in Fig. 1~a!. Experimental points:d Matsushitaet al.
~Ref. 8!; j Lee et al. ~Ref. 9!.
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might correspond with a quantum-disordered stripe insula
characterized by a growth of the quantum fluctuations w
length and time scales are increasing. Although we will
address this issue in any further detail, the remainder sh
be read as a suggestion for a critical experimental test of
hypothesis.

We follow the literature with regard to the nature of th
reference insulator in thex& 1

8 regime.15,16The slopeSof the
d versusx relationship for smallx implies that one hole sta
bilizes two charge stripe unit cells. Accordingly, the dyna
ics associated with the electrons along the stripe can be
sociated with that of a quarter filled one-dimensional~1D!
fermion system.17 It is well known that such a system ca
become Mott insulating by breaking translational symme
with real-space charge periods 2a and 4a, or wave vectors
4kF and 2kF , respectively, wherekF5p/(4a) ~a is the lat-
tice constant!. Schematically, the ordering pattern on t
stripe is like ...-0-l-0-l-... and ...-0-0-l-l-0-0-l-l-... for the
4kF and 2kF stripes, respectively. Here 0 denotes the h
andl the presence of a spin, which we expect to be dis
dered due to quantum fluctuations. At present it is not kno
which type of density wave order is realized on the stri
All that really matters for the remainder of our discussion
that the 4kF stripe should be considered as the condensa
of the chargee of one hole,15 while the 2kF stripe is associ-
ated with the charge quantum of apair of holes 2e.16

Let us now turn to thex* 1
8 regime. The~near! indepen-

dence ofd(x) as a function of dopingx implies that a frac-
tion of the holesx85x2d(x)/S'x2 1

8 cannot be ‘‘ab-
sorbed’’ by thex& 1

8 insulator. These excess holes shou
dope thex& 1

8 state and it is expected that these holes d

FIG. 2. ~a! A system of half-filled, site-centered 4kF stripes with
doping x5

1
8 as calculated in a mean-field Hubbard model. T

radius of the spheres denotes the hole density at a site. The
density is not shown.~b! The same kind of stripe, but now at
doping of x50.139, sox is bigger than1

8. This system has four
more holes than the system in~a!. The four extra holes are localize
in eight, kinks, so every kink has a fractional charge ofe/2. ~c! The
same system as~b!, only now the Coulomb repulsion has bee
reduced by making a Wigner crystal.~d! A system of two half-
filled, bond-centered 2kF stripes. The radius of the circles gives th
hole density; the length of the arrows gives the local magnetizat
This figure isvery similar to a recent DMRG calculation by Whit
and Scalapino14 on at-J model. Notice that every cluster of four bi
circles contains in total approximately two holes, with a sing
orientation for the spins: real-space Cooper pairs.
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the ‘‘soft’’ insulator associated with the density wave on t
charge stripes instead of the magnetic domains, the remn
of the ‘‘hard’’ insulator of half filling. Doped charge-densit
wave states are well understood in the context of conv
tional 1D systems.18 A key concept was introduced b
Schrieffer19 in the study of polyacetyleen: the elementa
excitations in such a system are not electrons but in fact p
of an electron. The reason is that these excitations can
viewed as electrons bound to topological defects in the d
sity wave order parameter. That the charge of the elec
fractionalizes in doped 4kF density wave systems is easi
seen by considering the strong coupling limit.20 The undoped
state with one~static! hole added at the central site is ind
cated in Fig. 3~a!. After a couple of hops a configuration i
reached where the bare hole has decayed into two propa
ing excitations carrying half the hole charge (e/2), which are
at the same time domain walls~kinks! in the density wave
@Fig. 3~b!#. Such ane/2 domain wall corresponds with
region of enhanced charge density, and hence an incre
Coulomb energy. In contrast to a one-dimensional crysta
stripe has the additional freedom of moving sidewar
thereby increasing the distance between the two holes a
ciated with the domain wall,20 as sketched in Fig. 3~c!. Thus,
the fractionally charged domain walls also cause the strip
step sidewards, modulating the position of the stripes
space, see Fig. 3~d!. If all the kinks are in the same direction
the net result is that the stripe takes on average an orienta
in space that is tilted away from the lattice axis, very mu
like slanted phases that are found in lattice string models21

Let us now consider a densesystemof such ‘‘slanted’’
stripes. In the presence of any stripe-stripe interaction
will condense at zero temperature in a stripe phase wher
the stripes are tilted in the same direction, our explanat
for the Y shift. It is also expected that the kinks themselv
order in a regular pattern at zero temperature. The argum
is the usual one: the kink gas on a single stripe become
long wavelength a Luttinger liquid showing algebraic lon
range order. In the presence of any interaction between
Luttinger liquids on different stripes this will change int

pin

n.

t

FIG. 3. Soliton dynamics in a strongly coupled doped 4kF

stripe. The small spheres denote the lattice points with one elec
the large spheres are holes. The spins are not shown.~a! The refer-
ence state: localized stripe with 4kF charge-density wave, onto
which we add an extra hole.~b! If the stripe is rigid, the doped hole
separates in a left- and right-moving soliton, both carrying half
electron charge.~c! When the curvature energy becomes less th
the charge compressibility energy, the hole can escape ‘‘sidewa
~d! As a result, the stripe now has two kinks that can move in
pendly of each other.
1-2
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true long-range order at zero temperature.22

The above considerations do not depend on the type
stripe density wave order, except that the chargeq of the
kinks is different. How should the charge of the kinks
counted for 2kF parent stripes? The rule is that the charge
the soliton ishalf the charge quantum associated with t
parent. Since the 2kF stripes can be considered as conden
tions of pairs of electrons, the charge associated wit
charged kink in the 2kF stripe becomes one electron charg
In terms of the strong-coupling cartoon of Fig. 3, one sho
now associate two sites of the real lattice with one site in
lattice of Fig. 3~c! so that Fig. 3~d! can be mapped back t
the 2kF case by inserting the doubled lattice and the doub
charges.

These general ideas can be illustrated with explicit cal
lations. Since we are considering fully ordered insulat
states, mean-field theory is able to provide meaningful qu
tative outcomes. The reference 2kF and 4kF stripe insulators
actually both exist in the Hartree-Fock solutions of the Hu
bard model as low-lying, but weakly metastable states:
true mean-field ground state corresponds with filled stri
~one hole per stripe unit cell!.16,23 In Fig. 2~d! we show a
typical example of a straight bond-centered 2kF stripe, cal-
culated with the mean-field approximation, which strong
resembles the stripe patterns found in the density-ma
renormalization-group calculations by White and Scalap
for the t-J model.24

By constraining the distance between the stripes to
fixed, increasing the hole density, and using appropr
boundary conditions, doped stripes can also be investig
in mean-field theory. We find that such doped stripes, if th
exist as locally stable mean-field solutions, prefer localiz
fractionally charged kinks. A typical example is shown
Fig. 2~b!, where the density of excess holes is indicated fo
4kF stripe state at a hole density ofx50.139. In line with the
qualitative arguments given above, every hole doped into
4kF x5 1

8 reference insulator gives rise to two kinks, ea
carrying a charge ofe/2 and moving the stripe sideways b
one lattice constant. Although these ‘‘slanted’’ stripes a
quite stable solutions if the reference insulator is of the 4kF
variety, we did not manage to find stable solutions for
2kF stripes doped with additional holes—within mean-fie
theory, such kinks tend to disintegrate.

In order to get some feeling of the relative stability of t
4kF slanted phase we compared it with a straight str
where an additional hole is simply inserted in the strai
density wave~...-l-0-0-0-l...!. On the Hartree-Fock level,
stripe with two kinks of chargee/2 always has significantly
lower energy~of the order 0.01t!. We also checked that th
sidesteps can be further stabilized by including a near
neighbor Coulomb interaction. The energetics associa
with the relative transversal orientation of the kinks is a m
delicate matter that will strongly depend on the distance
tween kinks. We believe that collective fluctuation effec
will promote long-range slanted order over zigzag-type str
patterns, in much the same way as quantum fluctuat
make lattice strings directed.21

Of course, our calculations merely serve to illustrate
principle—neither the question of which possibility is rea
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ized in nature nor the question of whether the ‘‘topologica
insulator is the proper reference state can be settled by t
calculations. However, simple predictions follow, which
least in principle can be checked by experiment. Most i
portantly, the charged kinks offer an explanation for theY
shift that has already been observed in experiments. H
ever, the kink notion implies that the superlattice peaks
the slanted stripe phase are located along the straight
crossing the superlattice peaks associated with the 1/8 p
as indicated in Fig. 1~c!. The reason is that the average d
tance between the stripes does not change when the st
are making sidesteps, thereby leaving the distance betw
the peaks in reciprocal space along the horizontal axis in
1~c! unchanged.

Lattice commensuration effects make a transition
kinked stripes aroundx5 1

8 most likely. However, due to
complications associated with quenched disorder we hav
prediction for whether there should be a sharp transition o
rapid but smooth crossover. However, the scenario that th
are no free holes, but that instead all holes go onto strip
leads to an immediate relation between thed(x) dependence
and theY shift. Let us define the magnitude of theY shift as
dk and the fractional charge~in units of e! carried by the
kink as q. Then x85x2d(x)/S'x2 1

8 is the hole density
associated with doping the stripes in thex* 1

8 regime. It can
be shown that theY shift obeysdk5x8/2q2p/a and thatd
5(x2x8)2p/a, wherea is the lattice constant. So we hav
d12qdk52p/ax, independent of whether there is a cros
over or sharp transition, and where it takes place. In Fig. 1~d!
we show our prediction for theY shift as a function ofx for
the 2kF and 4kF cases, both for the case of a sharp transit
at 1/8 and for the same smooth crossover as in Fig. 1~a!. We
have also indicated in this figure two experimental results
theY shift, where thex50.15 point has been reported by Le
et al.9 for an oxygen doped sample of La2CuO4 and thex
50.13 point is measured in a La22xSrxCuO4 sample by Mat-
sushitaet al.8 There is also one experimental indication of
Y shift at dopings slightly less than18 by Kimura et al.,10

which suggests that there is a smooth crossover. Clearl
extensive experimental study is called for to establ
whether theY shift is due to kinks and whether our relation
ship betweendk andd(x) holds. The existing data seem t
favor a kink charge ofe over chargee/2, suggesting that the
elementary charge quantum associated with the stripe p
is 2e. Given the proximity of a superconductor characteriz
by charge quantum 2e, such a stripe charge quantizatio
would obviously be quite interesting.

We argued that the charged kinks themselves should
der. It should therefore in principle be possible to observe
superlattice reflections of this kink lattice in diffraction e
periments. As we argued, the kinks on single stripes w
repel but the kink order from stripe to stripe is less easy
establish. On the one hand, the kinks carry charge and u
the assumption that the screening length is of order or la
than the average kink separation, the kinks would tend
maintain a maximum separation, thereby forming a Wign
crystal as indicated in Fig. 2~c!. However, one could imagine
1-3
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that elastic deformation energies are minimized when ki
line up as indicated in Fig. 2~b!. The precise realization o
the kink superlattice is therefore a subtle, quantitative ma

In conclusion, inspired by the tilting of the stripes seen
higher dopings we have proposed a scenario of stripe ph
characterized by a proliferation of fractionally charged so
atl

-

E.

a
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tons. Remarkably, by studying merely the structural char
teristics of this phase that is realized at higher dopings,
elementary charge quantum numbers of the stripes can
established. This is undoubtedly a crucial piece of inform
tion in the quest for the understanding of high-Tc
superconductivity.15
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